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Industry Background

The national waste management strategy 2020 NWMS (part of the national development plan 2030 NDP) is managed by the

Department of Environment, Forestry and Fisheries (DFFE). This plan requires annual reporting of progress made by the

different industrial sectors. The packaging industry has been proactive in this regard with already established, functioning

producer responsibility organisations (PROs) that coordinate the activity within each packaging sector (glass, metal, plastic and

paper). Each packaging sector (glass, metal, plastics and paper) through the relevant PROs submits recovered volume to be

included in the analysis upon which the industry’s progress is measured.

One of the aims of the NWMS is to minimise waste in landfill and the required reporting is to keep track of the progress made in

minimising these volumes. The metal sector has always had a unique problem in collating this information as information on

the metal packaging volumes that end up at scrap metal dealers is not made available to the metal sector PRO – Metpac-

SA. Thus, the analysis has historically developed estimates of metal packaging volumes going through scrap metal dealers.

Some of these volumes are sourced through MRF (material recovery facilities) that also send the material directly to the scrap

metal dealers.
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Scrap Dealers

• Days are very busy

• About 3000 scrap metal dealers, 70-odd large 

players cover two thirds of the volume 

processed

• Scrap metal dealers, especially from smaller 

yards multi-task

• Paperwork is necessary

• Paperwork is a drag

Day-to-day

• Processing of metal waste is labour intensive

• Involves hazardous processes and chemicals

• Smaller scrap dealers process by hand, 

including burning off of glue, coverings (such 

as stripping insulation or paint)

• Metal waste takes up space

• Second Hand Goods Act requires that certain 

goods stay on the premises for 7 days

Challenges

• Almost anything metal based – most 

from industrial sources

• Grades of ferrous and non-ferrous 

metals

• The code book for metal grades has 

about 42 pages of codes

• Low grade steel, especially when the price is 

low

• Illegal infrastructure metal such as electricity 

cables or railway tracks, manhole covers 

without the proper authorisation and 

documents

Products not collected

Information available

• No need to change aluminium recording

• There are numerous factors against 

record keeping for steelcans

Products collected

What’s needed to get 

packaging waste data

• Aluminium is valuable and well recorded 

• Aluminium volumes are available from final 

point of processing (foundries or exports)

• Steelcans exist as a code, used by some 

companies, but seldom recorded against that 

code

• No formal record keeping of ferrous metal 

packaging
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Scrap Metal Industry Summary – Primary Suppliers

The scrap metal industry is highly regulated, and requires hard work. There is physical labour needed to move and clean up

materials before relaying the material to the next organisation in the value chain. The industry is very layered, and any specific

metal item can go through three or four players before ending up either at a foundry or prepared for the export sector; the

two main destinations for scrap metal products.

The trolley brigade is the beginning of the chain, collecting any waste of value off the streets, from landfills and other waste

sites, and from small waste creators such as independent businesses. The foot soldiers who form the trolley brigades have

regular buyers for the waste collected, going from buy-back centres up to the big scrap dealers, checking who pays the best

price that day for the fruits of their labour. Material recovery facilities (MRFs) and buy-back centres will also have regular

sources for their materials, often leaving a skip, bags or boxes that will be collected when filled. Many are sited near landfills

where diverted waste will be sorted and routed to the respective recycling facilities.

The trolley brigades, MRFs and buy-back centres are responsible for the bulk of metal packaging collection, and by them it is

routed to the scrap metal industry. Trolley brigades will interface with all size organisations as long as these are prepared to buy

from the foot soldiers. Some of the larger players are not, concentrating on industrial metal recovery.

Foundries prefer clean material, so right across the value chain is the need to clean and group the material, and at each stage

a little more is done while the material is stockpiled until there is enough to make up a load that is worth transporting. The

margins are very tight and nothing less than a full truck will generate a profit..
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Scrap Metal Industry Summary – Scrap Dealers

The smaller bucket dealers or small local regional scrap dealers; small sites, sometimes located in residential areas, that tend

to process and sort by hand or with regular workshop tools are the first tier of the scrap metal dealers. On a day-to day basis

trolley brigades would form 50 to 60% if not more of the material that goes to the bucket dealers who will clean and process on-

site, gathering material until there is sufficient to take onto the second tier of the scrap metal industry.

The second tier players will have bigger sites and more processing machinery such as magnets or crushers. Industrial scrap

will form a higher percentage of their materials sourced with more regular arrangements with bigger industrial entities such as

a local mine or factory. And they would also be the main buyers of material from MRFs and buy-back centres. They process the

various metals sourced, shredding with machinery to obtain higher load weights to maximise income per load, needing sufficient

volumes to go onto the major dealers, who deal in sufficiently large volumes to form the end of the line for smaller scrap metal

dealers and the main supply route to the foundries.

Industrial sourcing is the primary method of gaining material for the major dealers, again with regular contracts with big

organisations that generate scrap on a regular basis such as infrastructure development, including demolition services. The

foundries only purchase what they require and may refuse a load. At the moment there is an oversupply in the sector and the

foundries can cherry-pick from the daily offerings.
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Value of the Market – and where is metal packaging within that?

• Ferrous packaging scrap is less than 5%

• Aluminium (including cans) is a meaningful 

percentage of non-ferrous metals collected

• Value lies in the non-ferrous sector

• Steelcans are the lowest value scrap collected

Average Metal Scrap 

Recovered per Year

3 million Tons

Average Metal Packaging 

placed onto the market 

each year

180 000 Tons

Ferrous scrap Steelcans and drums Non Ferrous Aluminium

Average price for steelcans

per kg

R0.60 – R1.60

Average price for UBCs 

(aluminium cans) per kg

R12.00 – R13.00
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Route to Foundry from Trolley Brigade

Trolley Brigade

Middle Tier Dealers

Bucket dealers

Major Dealers

Foundries

• Volumes are recorded at each tier – right 

from the trolley brigade sale

• Volumes can be counted up to four times 

before reaching a foundry or being exported
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Metal Packaging Types Available for Collection

• High value aluminium

• High demand

• Clear, available route to foundry

• Already a single code so 

differentiated from other metal 

types

UBCs

• Includes metal struts for transport of cars, 

heavy machinery

• Not included in converted metal 

packaging industry

• Mainly ferrous metals

• Never reaches consumer so is recovered 

along with other industrial waste

Other – heavy industrial

• Lowest item on the scrap metal hierarchy

• Many dealers will not accept foodcans

• Very small margins 

• Dirty and smelly, require cleaning

• Smaller yards ‘salt’ the subgrade with steelcans

• Very light so high cost for small return

Steelcans - Food

• Remaining paint needs to be cleaned by 

smaller yards or collectors

• Will not be accepted by middle tier or 

large yards unless clean

• Not accepted by all dealers

• Very small margins 

• Very light so high cost for small return

Steelcans - Paint

• Also forms part of subgrade

• Seldon gets recycled

• Dealers will use drums for collection if 

available – only recycled once unusable

Drums

• Not collected

• Too expensive to process, labour intensive to 

remove inner seal

• Very low weight

• No demand, not valuable

• Often returned to landfill

Bottle Tops

• Bakkie load foodcans→ 1 ton

• Bakkie load subgrade metal → 3 tons
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Value of a Steelcan

• Least valuable item they can collect, 

as it attracts the lowest price in the 

market

• Can be replaced by a higher value 

product on the way to the scrap dealer

• Mostly mixed with other low grade 

steel products so they can get a better 

price

• Collected as a last resort to fill up an 

otherwise empty trolley

• Least valuable steel material

• Not necessary to clean foodcans

as furnace will clean it

• Mix steelcans with light steel that 

has similar value and considered 

similar grade

• Most bucket dealers prefer not to take in 

steelcans due to its low value, however, will 

accept to prevent trolley brigade moving 

elsewhere

• Some take it in and mix it with other steel 

products in order to maximise its value

• Storage for just steelcans takes space and is 

dirty

• Few have baling capabilities, will transport in 

bulk bags or shred by hand

• Purchase it already mixed with 

low grade steel

• Too much steelcan affects the 

overall quality of steel produced, 

will be fined if contains too much

• Have no market for steelcans on 

their own, will not accept it

• Some purchase it to mix it with low grade steel, 

but only to get other steel. Will not take as an 

individual line item, except may from trolley 

brigade

• Certain percentage of steelcans can be mixed 

with other  steel 

• If percentage of steelcan is too high, they pay 

a penalty

• Will crush with other metal

Average price for steelcans

R0.60 – R1.60, unless 

included with subgrade

• A percentage of steelcans is 

acceptable within subgrade, 

suppliers who exceed the limit will 

be paid less for the next few loads, 

punitive measure

• Will not accept steelcans, no need, 

already oversupplied

Trolley Brigade

MRFs/ Buy-back centres

Bucket dealers

Major Dealers

Foundries

Middle Tier Dealers
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Potential Industry Initiatives Summary

Potential initiatives have been identified, looking exclusively at solutions that impact on the movement of metal packaging

through the scrap metal industry, such as encouraging cleaning of the product at the beginning of the cycle all the way through

to ways to improve the value of the end of the chain. Short term initiatives include engagement with government and industry

assocations and the brand owners and converters.

These ideas are focussed on ways to improve the collection of data to allow the metal packaging industry to provide

auditable data to DFFE in order to meet the legislative requirements of the EPR legislation that is soon to come into play.

However, the industry must not lose sight of the fact that the legislation was introduced with the primary aim of minimising the

packaging waste going to landfills. Any improvement in record keeping that would effectively decrease metal packaging

collection rates would not be beneficial to the industry in the long run.

Many more than one respondent noted that metal is not a problem on landfills. Metal packaging is not a problem on the streets.

Metal has enough intrinsic value that it is immediately picked up and channelled, eventually, to the scrap metal industry.

Thus, an artificially low collection rate that does not reflect the reality on the ground may point to a weakness in the

legislative requirements and not to a fault of the packaging industry.

The low value of steelcans is the primary factor negatively affecting both collection rates and accurate recording of

collection rates. The best solution is thus an increase in steelcan value, but preferably not through ongoing subsidisation but

rather through genuine development of products or business opportunities that require steelcans as starting material.
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Potential Industry initiatives

What can the packaging industry do to meet EPR legislation requirements?

Short term 

1. Engage government (DFFE) on using estimates

2. Engage with scrap metal industry to separate

recording of steelcans from trolley brigade (primary

source)

3. Develop consumer education initiatives – especially

regarding cleaning material before ending in the

waste stream and finding more effective ways to route

metal cans into the waste stream

4. Engage with MRFs, buy-back centres and

municipalities to record metal packaging separately to

subgrade metal waste (primary source)

5. Engage with MRA to develop a plan that suits both

metal processing industries

More long term

6. Expand legislation amongst scrap dealers that will

enforce steelcans as a separate code

7. Increase the value of steelcans to

• Encourage more buy back centres and 

neighbourhood scrap yards to purchase 

steelcans

• Encourage collection by foot soldiers 

8. Work with converters and brand owners to make

packaging easier to clean after use

9. Increase collection points near consumers – with the

possibility of baling on-site or reward systems

- Not recommended- Secondary recommendation- Primary recommendation
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Potential Effect of Mandating Steelcan Recording

• Volumes recorded when they sell their 

products; may take a little longer to record 

steelcans

• May not collect steelcans at all as it has low 

value compared to other steel products, 

especially if the steelcans are sold at a lower 

price

Trolley Brigade

• Few steelcans they find 

• Will need extra manpower to sort and record 

separately

• Transaction times will increase, putting 

pressure on throughput

• Those facilities that already record the data 

separately will not be affected

MRFs/ Buy-

Back Centres

• May no longer accept steelcans due to its low 

value

• May need to add more time to sorting and 

weighing or hire someone to do it

• Will not be willing to pay equivalent price to 

subgrade steel if market for steelcans is not 

improved

Bucket dealers

• May need to employ another person to 

sort and record the data from walk-in 

suppliers

• Increased labour cost if material needs 

to be separated to identify steelcan

content

• Most of the material they get is already 

baled and will need to be unbaled

Major Dealers

• Material they receive is already 

baled and graded and cannot 

identify steelcans from the bale

Major Foundries

• Additional data requirement

• Increased labour cost if material needs to be 

separated to identify steelcan content

• May need to add more hours to sorting and 

recording to existing employees

• Increase the number of dealers that refuse to 

take steelcans

Middle Tier Dealers
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Questions To Ask 

How to deal with 

municipalities in rural 

areas where there are 

no MRFs or buy back 

centres – these 

people also use 

steelcans, perhaps 

more than other 

areas?

How to 

encourage 

collection of 

steelcans at the 

same rate as 

beverage cans?

How to support foot 

soldiers to make 

their job easier and 

safer to do?

How to encourage 

them to collect 

steelcans?

There are many 

initiatives to promote 

awareness and 

collection of 

beverage cans. Are 

there any initiatives 

that promote 

collection of 

steelcans?

What happens to 

metal closures? If 

collected, is there 

someone who 

can recycle 

them? 

If steelcans are 

separated and 

recycled, can the 

processed steel 

sheet be used to 

make steelcans or 

do they need to find 

a new market for it?

What happens 

to steel products 

showing signs 

of corrosion?
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